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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

REPORT 
~~ 

Subject: Auchinlea Landfill Site, 
Cleland 
Works required to reduce 
landfill gas migration. 

PROPOSED DECISION 

To agree that the Department undertake the necessary works required to control the migration 
of landfill gas from Auchinlea Landfill Site, Cleland. 

FINANCIAL RESOURCES 

The necessary works estimated at f20,000 will be resourced from the f100,OOO capital 
allocation already agreed from the current year’s allocation for Auchinlea. The Department will 
obtain competitive quotes for this work before proceeding. 

BACKGROUND 

Members will be aware of the potential problems arising from landfill gas generated by 
anaerobic bacteria acting on the decomposing refuse within the site and the installation at the 
site of a collection and gas burning system to control the migration of gas outwith the site. 

REPORT 

In addition to the above control system to collect and burn gas there is a system of boreholes 
installed outwith the site to monitor the effectiveness of the gas collection system and these 
boreholes are regularly monitored by the Department to ensure that gas does not migrate 
outwith the site. 

Recently this monitoring has shown that landfill gas is migrating from the site and despite 
various measures by the Department and its Consultants to balance the gas field, monitoring 
still shows gas to be migrating off site. 

The Department’s consultants who designed the system have now recommended that a further 
8 gas wells and 6 probes to determine the extent of the quarry be drilled on the southern 
boundary of the site and thereafter the 8 gas wells be connected to the existing collection 
system. They estimate the cost of this work to be in the region of f20,000. 
RECOMMENDATION 

I recommend that the Department undertake the necessary work to instal additional gas wells 
and thereafter connect these wells to the existing gas collection system. 




